Healing Black Hearts

A Process Support Group for Healing the Pain of Racial Inequality
This 8-week process support group was created for African Americans/Blacks of the
African diaspora to aid in individual and community healing from structural racism.
This group is ideal for those needing a safe space to process their feelings about the
complexities of Black lives taken and the pain and suffering experienced as a people
due to systemic racism and oppression.

Let's talk about common questions like:
© Tired of Talk and ready for change?
© Wanting a safe space to process the
multitude of feelings that affect Black
folks?
© Wondering how to participate without
compromising your mental health?
© Unsure how to talk to Black youth about
this world we live in?
© Feeling fearful/anxious to leave your
house?
© Fearful about the safety of Black men?
© Continuing to sort through how to
deconstruct systematic racism?
© Confused about why it’s taken so long for
us to be heard and asking “Why Now?
© Feeling spent on efforts to educate
others in proving structural racism exists?
© Struggling to process structural racism?
© Want to see Black women more in the
Black Lives Matter Conversation?

Meeting Time:
Wednesdays 6pm to 7:30pm
Start Date:
August 5th, 2020
Cost:
$65 per meeting / $70 Initial intake
Healthcare plans accepted
Requirements:
• 8-week group (7-week commitment)
• Intake screening
• Limited to 8 participants per group
Location:
Virtual - via telehealth

Find your voice in this space, Book today!

To register, email us at help@globecoreinc.com or call
770.284.1044

About the facilitator
Dr. Kelly Lewis-Arthur PhD
Dr. Kelly Lewis-Arthur is a Licensed Clinical and Community Psychologist with
expertise in multi-cultural mental health, Black psychology, family systems and
solution focused therapy.
She has over 20 years of experience aiding the community in deconstructing
structural racism in various forms and has taught Black Psychology and Diversity
courses for decades at the collegiate level.
In the wake of the Black Lives Matter Movement, Dr. Kelly brings her passion for
working with multicultural mental health issues to the local community.
Dr. Kelly provides a safe, culturally competent, and empowering space for her
clients to process their feelings.

